Residual images and illumination estimation have been proved very helpful in image enhancement. In this paper, we propose a general and novel framework RIS-GAN which explores residual and illumination with Generative Adversarial Networks for shadow removal. Combined with the coarse shadow-removal image, the estimated negative residual images and inverse illumination maps can be used to generate indirect shadow-removal images to refine the coarse shadow-removal result to the fine shadow-free image in a coarse-to-fine fashion. Three discriminators are designed to distinguish whether the predicted negative residual images, shadow-removal images, and the inverse illumination maps are real or fake jointly compared with the corresponding ground-truth information. To our best knowledge, we are the first one to explore residual and illumination for shadow removal. We evaluate our proposed method on two benchmark datasets, i.e., SRD and ISTD, and the extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed method achieves the superior performance to state-of-the-arts, although we have no particular shadow-aware components designed in our generators.
Introduction
Shadow is a ubiquitous natural phenomenon, which is appeared when the light is partial or complete blocked, bringing down the accuracy and effectiveness of some computer vision tasks, such as target tracking, object detection and recognition (Mikic et al. 2000; Long et al. 2014; Cucchiara et al. 2002; Hua et al. 2013; Long and Hua 2015; Long and Hua 2017; Hua et al. 2018; Luo et al. 2019) , image segmentation and intrinsic image decomposition (Li and Snavely 2018) . Therefore, it is necessary to conduct shadow removal to improve the visual effect of image and video editing, such as film and television post-editing. However, it is still a very challenging problem to remove shadow in complex scenes due to illumination change, texture variation, and other environmental factors.
A variety of existing works including traditional methods (Shor and Lischinski 2008; Xiao et al. 2013a; , and learning-based methods (Gryka, Terry, and Brostow 2015; Wang et al. 2018a; Le et al. 2018) have been developed to solve this challenging problem. Different from traditional methods that highly rely on some prior knowledge (e.g., constant illumination and gradients) and often bring obvious artifacts on the shadow boundaries, learningbased methods especially recent deep learning methods like (Hu et al. 2018) and (Sidorov 2019) have achieved some advances. However, the effectiveness of these methods highly depends on the training dataset and the designed network architectures. When the training set is insufficient or the network model is deficient, they are insufficient to produce desired shadow detection masks and shadow-removal images. Also, most of existing deep learning methods just focus on shadow itself, without well exploring other extra information like residual and illumination for shadow removal.
In this paper, we propose a general framework RIS-GAN to explore both residual and illumination with Generative Adversarial Networks for shadow removal, unlike Sidorov's AngularGAN (Sidorov 2019 ) which just introduces an illumniation-based angular loss without estimating illumination color or illumination color map. As illustrated in Figure 1 , our RIS-GAN consists of four generators in the encoder-decoder structure and three discriminators. Such four generators are designed to generate negative residual images, intermediate shadow-removal images, inverse illumination maps, and refined shadow-removal images. In principle, unlike the existing deep learning methods (Qu et al. 2017; Hu et al. 2018; ) which are designed particular for shadow-removal, any kinds of encoder-decoder structures can be used as our generators.
For the residual generator, we follow the idea of negative residual (Fu et al. 2017 ) and let the generator take a shadow image to generate a negative residual for detecting shadow area and recover a shadow-lighter or shadowfree image by applying a element-wise addition with the input shadow image indirectly. For the illumination generator, we design it based on the Retinex model (Fu et al. 2016; Guo, Li, and Ling 2016; where the ground-truth shadow-free image can be considered as a reflectance image, and the shadow image is the observed image. The output of the illumination generator is a inverse illumination map which can be used for shadow region detection and recovering a shadow-removal image by applying a element-wise multiplication with the input shadow image indirectly.
We shall emphasize that we use the refinement generator to refine the shadow-removal images obtained from the shadow removal generator in a coarse-to-fine fashion. Besides the coarse shadow-removal results, we also incorporate two indirect shadow-removal images via the explored negative residual and inverse illumination to recover the final fine shadow-removal image. With this treatment, the shadowremoval refinement generator has three complementary input sources, which ensures the high-quality shadow removal results.
Like all the Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), our proposed RIS-GAN adopts the adversarial training process (Goodfellow et al. 2014 ) between the four generators and three discriminators alternatively to generate highquality negative residual images, inverse illumination maps, and a shadow-removal images. It is worth mentioning that we design a cross loss function to make sure the recovered shadow-removal image is consistent with the explored residual and illumination. We also adopt a joint discriminator (He and Patel 2018) to ensure that three discriminators share the same architecture with the same parameter values to judge whether the generated results are real or fake compared with the corresponding ground-truth, which can make sure all the produced results are indistinguishable from the corresponding ground-truth. With the number of epochs increases, both generators and discriminators improve their functionalities so that it becomes harder and harder to distinguish a generated output from the corresponding ground-truths. Therefore, after a certain large number of training epochs, we can utilize the learned parameters in the generators to generate a negative residual image, a inverse illumination map, and a shadow-removal image.
Different from the existing shadow detection and removal methods, our main contributions can be summarized as three-fold:
• We are the first one to propose a general and novel framework RIS-GAN with generators in an encoder-decoder structure to explore residual and illumination between shadow and shadow-free images for shadow removal. • The correlation among residual, illumination and shadow has been well explored within the cross loss function and the joint discriminator and we are able to get complementary input sources for better improving the quality of shadow-removal results. • Without any particular shadow-aware components in our encoder-decoder structured generators, our proposed RIS-GAN still achieves the outperformance to art-of-the-arts. Such experimental resuts clearly demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed approach.
Related Work
Shadow removal is to recover a shadow-free image. One typical group of traditional methods is to recover the illumination in shadow regions using illumination transfer (Xiao et al. 2013b; Guo, Dai, and Hoiem 2011; Zhang, Zhang, and Xiao 2015; Khan et al. 2016) , which borrow the illumination from non-shadow regions to shadow regions. Another typical ground of traditional methods involves gradient domain manipulation (Finlayson et al. 2005; Liu and Gleicher 2008; Feng and Gleicher 2008) . Due to the influence of the illumination change at the shadow boundary, both illumination and gradient based methods cannot well handle the boundary problems, especially in the presence of complex texture or color distortion. Recently, deep neural networks are widely introduced for shadow removal through analyzing and learning the mapping relation between shadow image and the corresponding shadow-free image. Hu et al. 
Approach
We explore the residual and illumination between shadow images and shadow-free images via Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al. 2014) due to the ability of GAN in style transfer and details recovery (Li and Wand 2016) . The intuition behind is that the residual and illumination explored can provide informative additional details and insights for shadow removal.
The proposed framework RIS-GAN for shadow removal with multiple GANs is illustrated in Figure 1 . Given an input shadow image I, three encoder-decoder structures are applied to generate residual image I res , intermediate shadowremoval image I imd , and inverse illumination map S inv . With the element-wise addition with the input shadow image and the residual image, we are able to get an indirect shadow-removal image I 1 rem . With the element-wise production with the input shadow image and the inverse illumination, we are able to get another indirect shadow-removal image I 2 rem . We can apply another encoder-decoder structure to refine the coarse shadow-removal image I coarse and the two indirect shadow-removal images I 1 rem and I 2 rem to produce a fine shadow-removal image I f ine .
Our RIS-GAN is composed of four generators in the same encoder-decoder structure and three discriminators. The four generators are residual generator, removal generator, illumination generator, detection generator, and refinement gen- Figure 1 : The framework of our proposed RIS-GAN, which is composed of four generators in the encoder-decoder structure and three discriminators. It takes a shadow image as input and outputs the negative residual image, inverse illumination map, and shadow-removal image in an end-to-end manner. Note that these four generators share the same architecture, and the three discriminators share the same parameters. No particular shadow-aware components are designed in the whole framework.
erator, denoted as G res , G rem , G illum , and G ref , respectively, for generating a negative residual image, a coarse shadow-removal image, an inverse illumination map, and a fine shadow-removal image. The three discriminators, D res , D illum and D ref , share the same architecture and the same parameters to determine the generated residual images, inverse illumination maps, and final shadow-removal images to be real or fake, compared with the ground-truth residual images, inverse illumination maps, and the shadow-free images. For the readers convenience, we summarize the relations between the above mentioned notations as:
(4) Our network takes the shadow image as input and outputs the negative residual images, inverse illumination maps, and fine shadow-removal images in an end-to-end manner. The alternative training between generators and discriminators ensures the good quality of the prediction results.
In the following, we are going to describe the details of our generators, discriminators, loss functions, as well as the implementation details.
Encoder-Decoder Generators
In principle, any encoder-decoder structures can be used in our RIS-GAN framework. In this paper, we don't want to design any particular shadow-aware components in the framework, and just adopt the DenseUNet architecture (Raj and Venkateswaran 2018) as the implementation of each encoder-decoder generator. DenseUNet consists of a contracting path to capture context and a symmetric expanding path to upsample. Different with the conventional UNet architecture, DensUNet adds Dense Blocks in the network, which concatenate every layers output with its input, and feed it to the next layer. This enhances information and gradient flow in our four encoder-decoder generators:
• Residual Generator G res is to get a residual image that is close to the ground-truth residual image I gt res obtained between shadow image and the corresponding shadowfree image I gt , i.e., I gt
illumination map in the shadow image. Note that the ground-truth inverse illumination map is calculated based on the Retinex-based image enhancement methods (Fu et al. 2016; Guo, Li, and Ling 2016; , i.e., S gt inv = I gt * I −1 , where I gt can be considered as a reflectance image, and I is the observed image. 
Joint Discriminator
The discriminator is a convolutional network, which is used to distinguish the predicted residual image, the final shadowremoval image, and the estimated illumination produced by the generators to be real or fake, compared with the corresponding ground truth. To make sure all the produced results are indistinguishable from the corresponding ground truths, we make use of a GAN with joint discriminator (He and Patel 2018) . The joint discriminator is trained to learn a joint distribution to judge whether the produced results are real or fake. Figure 3 : The architecture of the discriminator in our RIS-GAN. It consists of five convolution layers with batchnorm and leakly ReLU activations. For all these five convlution layers, all the kernel sizes are 4 × 4; the strides are 4 × 4 except the first convolution layer whose stride is 2 × 2; and the number of output channels is: 64 → 128 → 256 → 512 → 1.
Our discriminator consists of five convolution layers, each followed by a batch normalization and a Leaky ReLU activation function, and one fully connected layer. The last fully connected layer outputs the probability value that the input image (result produced by generator) is a real image. Figure  3 gives details of the discriminator.
It is worth noting that we use the spectrum normalization method (Miyato et al. 2018) to stabilize the training process of discriminator network, because spectral normalization is a simple and effective standardized method for limiting the optimization process of the discriminator in GAN, and it can make the whole generators perform better.
Loss Functions
To get a robust parametric mode, the loss functions that we use to optimize the proposed RIS-GAN has five components: shadow removal loss L rem , residual loss L res , illumination loss L illum , cross loss L cross and adversarial loss L adv . The total loss L is can be written as
where λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , and λ 4 are hyperparameters.
Shadow removal loss is defined with visual-consistency loss and perceptual-consistency loss, i.e.,
where β is the weight parameter. L vis is visual-consistency loss for removal generator which is calculated using L1norm between the shadow removal result and the ground truth, and L percept is perceptual-consistency loss aiming to preserve image structure. To specify,
L percept = ||VGG(I gt ) − VGG(I f ine ))|| 2 2 + ||VGG(I gt ) − VGG(I coarse ))|| 2 2 .
(8)
where VGG(·) is the feature extractor from the VGG19 model.
Residual loss can be perceived as the obscured brightness in shadow regions, i.e., L res = ||I gt res − G res (I)|| 1 .
Illumination loss calculates L1-norm between the illumination result generated by G illum and the ground truth of inverse illumination map S gt inv . Then illumination loss for illumination branch can be denoted as:
Cross loss is designed to ensure the consistency and correlation among residual, illumination and shadow information as L cross = ||I gt −(G res (I)⊕I)|| 1 +β 2 ||I gt −(G illum (I)⊗I)|| 1 .
(11) Adversarial loss L adv is the joint adversarial loss for the network, and is described as:
where D res , D ref , and D illum are the three discriminators. Overall, our objective for the training task is solving a mini-max problem which aims to find a saddle point between generator and discriminator of our network.
Implementation Details
Our proposed method is implemented in Tensorflow in a computer with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4114 CPU@2.20GHz 192G RAM NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti. In our experiments, the input size of image is 256×256. The learning rate value is set to 0.001. The parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , β 1 and β 2 are set to 10, 100, 1, 1, 0.1 and 0.2 in our experiments, respectively. The minibatch size is 2. The initial learning rate is set as 0.001. We use Momentum Optimizer to optimize our generator and use Adam Optimizer for the discriminator. We alternatively train our generator and discriminator for 10,000 epochs.
Experiments
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed RIS-GAN, we conduct various experiments on the SRD dataset (Qu et al. 2017 ) and the ISTD dataset (Wang et al. 2018a ). The SRD dataset has 408 pairs of shadow and shadow-free images publicly avaiable. The ISTD dataset contains 1870 image triplets of shadow image, shadow mask and shadow-free image. Such a dataset has 135 different simulated shadow environments and the scenes are very diverse. Both these two datasets contains various kinds of shadow scenes. In this paper, we use the 1330 pairs of shadow and shadow-free images from the ISTD dataset for training, and use the rest 540 pairs for testing. We also use the trained RIS-GAN model to evaluate on the SRD dataset.
Regarding the metrics, we use the root mean square error (RMSE) calculated in Lab space between the recovered shadow-removal image and the ground truth shadow-free image to evaluate the shadow removal performance. We also conduct a user study for comprehensive evaluation.
Comparison with State-of-the-arts
We compare our RIS-GAN with the state of-the-art methods including the two traditional methods, i.e., Guo (Guo, Dai, and Hoiem 2011) and Zhang (Zhang, Zhang, and Xiao 2015) and the recent learning-based methods, i.e., Deshad-owNet (Qu et al. 2017 ), DSC (Hu et al. 2018 , ST-CGAN (Wang et al. 2018a) , and AngularGAN (Sidorov 2019) . Note that shadow removal works on the pixel and recovers the value of the pixel, and therefore we add two frameworks, i.e., Global/Local-GAN (Iizuka, Simo-Serra, and Ishikawa 2017) for image inpainting and Pix2Pix-HD (Wang et al. 2018b) for image translation, as another two shadow removal baselines for solid validation. To make the fair comparison, we use the same training data with the same input size of images (256 × 256) to train all the learning-based methods on the same hardware.
We summarize the comparison results in Table 1 and Table 2 . From the table, we can observe that among all the competing methods, our proposed RIS-GAN achieves the best RMSE values in shadow regions, non-shadow regions, and the entire images on the two datasets, although we have no particular shadow-aware components designed in our generators. This suggests that the recovered shade-removal images obtained by our RIS-GAN is much closer to the corresponding ground-truth shadow-free images. As the main difference between our RIS-GAN and the state-of-the-art deep learning, exploring residual and illuminations demonstrates the great advantages in the task of shadow removal.
To further explain the outperformance of our proposed RIS-GAN, we provides some visualization results in Fig- ure 4 covering the traditional methods and the learningbased methods for shadow removal. As we can see in Figure 4(b) , Guo can recover illumination in shadow regions and may produce unnatural shadow removal results especially for images with different textures in the shadow regions. Zhang cannot well handle the illumination change in shadow boundaries so that the recovered shadow-removal images have boundary problem, such as color distortion or texture loss, as shown in Figure 4(c) . Compared with these two traditional methods, our proposed RIS-GAN not only effectively recovers illumination in shadow regions, but also reconstruct the illumination and texture in shadow boundaries, as shown in Figure 4(h) .
As for the recent deep learning methods, DeshadowNet, ST-CGAN, and DSC deal with the images in aspect of color space, without considering the aspect of illumination. This may lead to unsatisfied shadow-removal results like color distortion or incomplete shadow removal, as shown in Figure 4 (d-f ). AngularGAN introduces an angle loss which is defined based on the consideration of illumination, which makes the illumination of non-shadow regions very close to the corresponding ground-truth shadow-free images. It is worth mentioning here that the illumination is not well incorporated in the recovery of shadow-removal images, which causes some inconsistency between shadow-region and non-shadow region, as seen in Figure 4 (g) . In contrast, taking residual negative residual images and the inverse illumination maps into consideration, our proposed RIS-GAN can effectively remove shadows and produce good result for both simple and complex scene image. The recovered illumination in shadow regions is consistent with surrounding environment and the texture details in shadow regions are well preserved, as shown in the Figure 4(h) . To further verify the robustness and the potential of our proposed RIS-GAN in the complicated scenes, we collect a few shadow images in the real-world life to run the experiments and report in Figure 5 . Aparently, the shadowremoval images recovered by our proposed RIS-GAN look more realistic, with little artifacts. This observation demonstrates the robustness of our RIS-GAN for complex scenes.
User study We conduct a user-study with 100 random volunteers to evaluate the visual performance of our proposed RIS-GAN and some other shadow removal methods. We prepare 300 sets of images. Each set contains five shadow removal results by using methods of our RIS-GAN, DeshodowNet, ST-CGAN, DSC, and AgularGAN, respectively. For each volunteer, we randomly show them twenty sets images to choose which shadow removal image is the most natural in each set. Then there will be 2000 select results. Counting all the results, we find that 29.65% of shadow-removal images generated by our RIS-GAN are chosen as the most natural shadow removal result, while 14.85%, 19.55%, 20.35% and 15.60% of shadow removal results are chosen by Deshodow, ST-CGAN, DSC, and Ag-ularGAN, respectively.
Ablation Study
To further evaluate some components of our proposed RIS-GAN, we design a series of variants as follows:
• BASE: take the input shadow images as the shadowremoval result. • R-GAN: use G res only and take I 1 rem as the shadowremoval result.
• I-GAN: use G illum only and take I 2 rem as the shadowremoval result. We train the above seven GAN variants on the same training data and evaluate the shadow-removal results on both the SRD dataset and the ISTD dataset. The results are summarized in Table 3 , from which we can observe: (1) all the GAN variants can recover shadow-light or shadow-free in the shadow regions when compared with BASE; (2) the negative residual image from the residual generator and the inverse illumination map can help improve the performance of the shadow-removal refinement, and the combination leads to the best performance; and (3) the loss functions L adv and L cross are necessary to ensure the high-quality shadowremoval results, this clearly demonstrates the advantage of the joint discriminator and cross learning among three outputs. We also provide the visualization in Figure 6 , from which we can clearly see that our RIS-GAN recovers the best details of the shadow-removal regions and looks more realistic. Figure 7 : The visualization of detection results. From left to right are input images, negative residual images, inverse illumination maps, prediction shadow masks based on the explored negative residual images and inverse illumination maps, and ground-truth shadow masks, respectively.
Discussion
To better explore the potential of our proposed RIS-GAN, we also visualize the shadow detection masks, and extend the current approach for video shadow removal. Shadow detection. Although we focus on shadow removal rather than detection, our RIS-GAN also can get the shadow detection masks based on the negative residual images and the inverse illumination maps. Figure 7 shows the promising detection results. We observe that both the generated negative residual images and inverse illumination maps effectively distinguish the shadow and non-shadow regions well.
Extension to video We apply our RIS-GAN to handle shadow videos by processing each frame in order. Figure  8 presents the shadow-removal results for the frames every 100 milliseconds. From this Figure we can observe that the video shadow-removal results by applying image-level shadow removal approach to video directly are not good enough and there is still room for better improvement. What's more, although our proposed RIS-GAN framework is designed for shadow removal, it is not limited to the shadow removal only. It is easy to be extended and applied to general image-level applications such as rain removal, image dehazing, intrinsic image decomposition, as well as other image style-transfer tasks.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a general and novel framework RIS-GAN to explore the residual and illumination for shadow removal. The correlation among residual, illumination and shadow has been well explored under a unified end-to-end framework. With the estimated negative residual image and inverse illumination map incorporating into the shadow refinement, we are able to get complementary input sources to generate a high-quality shadow-removal image. The extensive experiments have strongly confirmed the advantages of incorporating residual and illumination for shadow removal.
Our future work includes extending the current work to video-level shadow removal and applying the explored residual and illumination to solve the real challenging vision problems, such as image illumination enhancement.
